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The Mexica capital Mexico Tenochtitlan fell to the Spaniards and their native allies on 13
August 1521. Upon its rubble Mexico City was born, and the Virgin Mary played a prominent role in its urban landscape. One might say that Hernán Cortés (1485–1547) had
already symbolically laid the groundwork during the conquest. He had a makeshift altar
made in the Templo Mayor and, according to the veteran conquistador Andrés de
Tapia (ca. 1485–1561), he boldly claimed to the Mexica emperor Moctezuma II (ca.
1466–1520) that ‘here where you have these idols, I wish to have this image of the Lord
and His Blessed Mother’ (1988, 110).1 His wish indeed came true. By the eighteenth
century, ﬁfty-ﬁve Marian images were housed in shrines and churches within the city
and the larger vicinity of the central valley of Mexico (Taylor 2016, 182). The viceregal
capital became the Marian metropolis of the New World and religious men from all
habits penned accounts of these privileged sites in sacred histories of varying genres.
They textually charted the locations of local shrines in Mexico City and its environs, imagining four principal images as ‘bastions’ protecting it from its enemies and other natural
disasters.
The idea that the viceregal capital had Marian defenses at its four cardinal points was
popularized in the Zodíaco mariano (Figure 1), a compendium of Marian images Francisco de Florencia (1620–1695) compiled in the 1690s that Juan Antonio de Oviedo
(1670–1757) modiﬁed and ampliﬁed in the 1750s. Both men were Jesuits, college
rectors, and procurators of their religious province in Europe, not to mention ardent
Marian devotees, transatlantic pilgrims, and creole patriots born in peripheral regions
of Spanish America who adopted Mexico City as their new home (Dyck 2012, 31–87;
Posada Mejia 1957). ‘There are many miraculous images of the great Lady [ … ] in the
imperial City of Mexico,’ the two coreligionists declare with pride, ‘and it is worthy to
mention that it is built in the middle of four prodigious images of Mary’ (1755, 31). Scholars of colonial Latin America are well-familiar with the Zodíaco mariano, a text they have
dissected into a series of categories to understand the incarnation of Marian devotion in
New Spain (Calvo 1997; Cuadriello 2004; Enkerlin Pauwells 1991; Obregón 1968; Rubial
García 1995; 2015a). But while they have closely followed the historical links between Mariology in its Iberian and Spanish American contexts, they have not suﬃciently concentrated on the origins and development of the symbolism of the four Marian bastions of
Mexico City and the role it played in the creole cartographic imaginary. More than just
one of the four ‘evangelists’ of the Virgin of Guadalupe (Maza 1949), Florencia was
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Figure 1. Title page of the Zodíaco mariano (Mexico City: Imprenta del Real y Más Antiguo Colegio de
San Ildefonso, 1755). Courtesy of the Biblioteca Eusebio Francisco Kino. Photo by Jason Dyck.

concerned with promoting devotion to Mary in all her advocations, which informed both
his creole and Catholic identities.2
In this essay I provide the ﬁrst analysis of Florencia’s contributions to the Zodíaco
mariano by comparing his corpus of writings and other manuscript materials to
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Oviedo’s 1755 printed version. I speciﬁcally concentrate on the ways Florencia discursively
created space in Mexico City, arguing that he invented a Marian cartography3 of the viceregal capital by drawing upon early modern Marian atlases, Marian chorography, and
quadripartite descriptions of Mexico Tenochtitlan and Mexico City in colonial chronicles.
I demonstrate how Florencia incorporated his symbolic map of Mexico City into his original version of the Zodíaco mariano, one of several ways creoles and other Spanish émigrés
viewed the ‘Athens’ and ‘Venice’ of the New World, an important element of creole patriotism that has not been adequately explored in a vast and still expanding literature.4 Florencia’s Marian cartography is also an example of how space was imagined in the early
modern period, a topic that has received considerable attention in recent decades. In
what has come to be known as a ‘spatial turn,’ scholars are turning to the work of geographers to help them think about social relations, how people imagine and experience their
physical environments, and the overall nature of cultural production. Space, as an analytical category, is no longer treated as a physical issue of neutral value but rather as a social
construction achieved through speciﬁc forms of representation that reﬂect the mentalité of
given groups (Coster and Spicer 2005; Hamilton and Spicer 2005; Shalev 2011; Warf and
Arias 2009). Taken in this sense, space is at the heart of colonial texts because Europeans
and creoles sought to discursively take possession of native lands and transform what for
them was pagan into Christian space (Adorno 2007; Arias and Meléndez 2002). The
Zodíaco mariano needs to be considered in this ‘spatial turn’ because Marian compendiums from the early modern world are replete with cartographic elements.
The Spanish Crown recognized the political power and usefulness of cartography in
their overseas territories, using maps as an imperial tool to possess, govern, and introduce
Western concepts of space into its overseas territories (Buisseret 2007; Craib 2000; Dym
and Oﬀen 2011; Harley 1988a; 1988b; Mignolo 1992; 1995; Mundy 1996; Padrón 2005;
2009; Portuondo 2009; Seed 1995). Building upon Edmundo O’Gorman’s (1958) idea
that America was invented and not discovered, scholars have expanded traditional
views of cartography beyond maps to include an array of colonial texts (Ahern 2002;
Padrón 2005; 2007; Rabasa 1993). In their work they have demonstrated that maps—
both physical and discursive—are rhetorical devices, class productions, and social constructions, unique ways of organizing space that vary according to cultural context. In
my analysis of the Zodíaco mariano, I stress that Florencia’s Marian cartography was a
symbolic rather than a planimetrically accurate view of Mexico City, one that he imagined
through Christian astrology and cosmological ideas of urban design. But as he charted the
activity of the Virgin Mary in his kingdom, the French and the British were taking advantage of Spain’s imperial weaknesses, speciﬁcally through acts of piracy and encroachment
on the northern frontier of New Spain (Weber 1992, 141–71). One way to control and
protect these areas was to map them. Florencia’s itinerary map of Marian shrines in the
Zodíaco mariano parallels an increase in cartographic production in the kingdom at the
end of the 1600s.5 He began his project with Mexico City, which he believed was divinely
and securely protected at its four cardinal points.

The Zodíaco mariano
Marian devotion was widespread across the Spanish world when Florencia originally
penned the Zodíaco mariano. A brief survey here is helpful for understanding the early
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modern globalization of the Virgin Mary. The Iberian Peninsula witnessed a slow transition from local devotions—mostly martyrs under Roman rule—to Marian ones after
the introduction of Christianity. But a large portion of Marian shrines in the region
were only founded after the 711 Muslim invasion, a surge taking place between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries (Christian Jr. 1976, 56). In the next few hundred years
her fame continued to spread across the Iberian Peninsula and then eventually throughout
the Spanish empire in both the Atlantic and the Paciﬁc. In 1637 Gerónimo de Quintana
(1576–1644), a Spanish cleric and historian of Madrid, noted that 84,000 of the 120,000
churches in Spain were dedicated to the Virgin Mary (1637, 5r). William B. Taylor has
found that of the 498 shrines established in New Spain during the colonial period, 240
of them were dedicated to the Virgin Mary and that most of them were erected
between the 1580s and 1720s (2016, 567).6 The Virgin Mary became a popular saint
across the entire socio-racial spectrum in the Spanish world, interpreted as both a powerful symbol of empire and a motherly protectress of the oppressed (Burkhart 2001; Farriss
2010; Kroger and Granziera 2012; Remensnyder 2014; Taylor 1996, 277–300). Marian
images played an important role in conquest, evangelization, viceregal government,
baroque Catholicism, and in the construction of colonial identities (Alberro 1999;
Brading 2001; Hall 2004; Gruzinski 2001; Lafaye 1976; Taylor 2010; 2016).
Florencia was the ﬁrst to attempt a catalogue of Marian shrines across all New Spain.
The Zodíaco mariano covers the histories of 111 Marian images and was published in
Mexico City in 1755, but little is known about Florencia’s original manuscript. We do
not know exactly when he wrote it, but in his last printed work, Origen de los dos célebres
santuarios de la Nueva Galicia (1694b), he states that ‘there are many other [images] that
can be seen in the Zodíaco mariano when it is published’ (4). There is no way of discerning
whether he was commissioned to write the compendium, but he was sponsored by several
patrons for all his other devotional histories, both vicars of local shrines and bishops. It is
also hard to judge why the text was not published during Florencia’s lifetime or shortly
thereafter, especially considering his reputation as a sacred historian and his network of
wealthy and powerful contacts.7 Oviedo claims the Zodíaco mariano remained in the
hands of one of its censors, leading him to draw the conclusion that there was no one
to promote it after Florencia’s death (1755, prólogo, ¶¶4v). This is a plausible explanation
given that printing was expensive and that several colonial histories never made it to the
printer’s shop. But one cannot rule out the possibility of censorship either, for we now
know that Florencia was forced to purge a large section from the ﬁrst volume of his chronicle of the Jesuit Province of New Spain before it was published in 1694 (Dyck 2011).
If so many aspects of Florencia’s version of the Zodíaco mariano are shrouded in
mystery, what can be known about his original manuscript? The text, unfortunately,
has never been found, so all there is to work with is Oviedo’s brief description of it in
the prologue to the 1755 edition. Without providing any major details, he says that Florencia’s Zodíaco mariano was ready for printing, but that no one was able to ﬁnd the manuscript after his death. A rough draft of the compendium, however, surfaced in one of the
cells of the Jesuit College of San Pedro y San Pablo in Mexico City. When Oviedo was
given this version of the Zodíaco mariano, he claims that it was incomplete, tattered,
ﬁlled with deleted lines and marginalia, and was clearly written in the hand of Florencia.
After reviewing its contents, Oviedo judged that it should be made public, but not without
some stylistic changes and additions, speciﬁcally images Florencia had overlooked and
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newer devotions that had formed in the ﬁrst half of the eighteenth century. Here is where
some scholars suggest that Oviedo signiﬁcantly altered the Zodíaco mariano. While this
may be the case in terms of style and content, I would argue that he did little to change
Florencia’s original cartographic logic and organization. Despite Oviedo’s modiﬁcations,
in the prologue he still claims that he began in the Yucatán peninsula ‘in the same way’
(1755, prólogo, ¶¶¶1r) as Florencia had. He also states, in the ﬁnal section on the
Virgin of Zape in Nueva Vizcaya, that he had followed Florencia’s manuscript ‘until
now’ (1755, 322).8
It is highly probable that the diocesan itinerary in the Zodíaco mariano was also Florencia’s original design. The compendium is organized into sections according to the bishoprics of the viceroyalty, all of which were under the larger jurisdiction of the
Archbishopric of Mexico until the mid-eighteenth century.9 Although there were nine
bishoprics and two archbishoprics when the Zodíaco mariano was published in 1755,
the text is divided into the following ﬁve sections: (1) the Bishopric of Yucatán with
eight images, (2) the Archbishopric of Mexico with forty-ﬁve, (3) the Bishoprics of
Puebla and Oaxaca with twenty-two, (4) the Archbishopric of Guatemala—which
included the Bishoprics of Chiapas, Nicaragua, and Comayagua (Honduras)—with
twenty-three, and (5) the Bishoprics of Michoacán, Guadalajara, and Guadiana
(Durango) with thirteen. A similar organizing logic appears, albeit in a condensed
fashion, in the prologue to Juan de Burgos’s (1595–1682) Discursos historiales panegíricos
de las glorias de la serenísima Reina de los Ángeles en su sagrada Casa de Loreto (1671), a
translated, edited, and expanded version of Oratio Torsellino’s (1545–1599) Lauretanae
Historiae (1598). Burgos, also a creole Jesuit like Florencia, lists Marian shrines in the dioceses of Mexico, Puebla, Michoacán, Guadalajara, and even Guadiana (1671, prólogo,
n.p.). His total is only ten, but his coverage of several ecclesiastical boundaries and both
the centre and periphery of the viceroyalty were clearly an inspiration for Florencia,
who not only knew his work well but had shipped back several copies of it to New
Spain while he was resident in Seville in the 1670s.10
Florencia’s geographic coverage was also most likely signiﬁcantly broad, especially
considering that most of the images in the Zodíaco mariano were already known by
the end of the seventeenth century (Taylor 2016, 592–600).11 He had six of his own
devotional histories to draw upon, four of which centred on Marian devotions.12
Most of the primary sources cited in the 1755 publication—devotional histories, provincial chronicles of the religious orders, mission histories, sacred biographies, confraternity books, novenas, letters, and juridical testimonies—would have been accessible to
Florencia during his lifetime, both printed works and manuscripts. Including his devotional histories, twenty-one of the twenty-nine published sources referenced in the
Zodíaco mariano had been printed before his death in 1695. Of the four juridical testimonies cited in the compendium, only one was from the eighteenth century. And
although Oviedo does not acknowledge it in the Zodíaco mariano, the section on
the Virgin of Tonatilco was clearly based upon a 1692 letter Florencia received from
Mathias de Velasco (ﬂ. 17th century).13 It is also important to consider that Oviedo
placed asterisks in the table of contents and within the margins of the text to indicate
the images he added to the compendium. Although the full title of the Zodíaco
mariano suggests that it was ‘in large part added to,’ only twenty of the 111 images
were marked as additions.14
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Marian atlases
We will never know how much Oviedo altered the Zodíaco mariano without the rough
draft and the original manuscript, but clearly Florencia had established the foundation
for a Marian cartography of all New Spain. He had several Marian compendiums to
use as models at the end of the seventeenth century, alternatively called ‘Marian atlases’
or ‘mapamundis mariales’ (Cuadriello 2004, 59). These texts were cartographic in their
itineraries, charting the boundaries of bishoprics, provinces, and kingdoms. They also
contain ‘catalogues’ of shrines and other churches housing miraculous images of the
Virgin Mary, each one receiving a brief description with an account of its origins, physical
characteristics, and some of the miracles associated with it. The Dominican Narcís Camós
(1621–1664), for example, catalogued 182 Marian images in Catalonia in his Jardín de
María plantada en el principado de Cataluña (1657). Near the end of the 1600s José de
Castellví Coloma Alagón y Borja (1653–1722), the Marqués de Villatorcas, listed
seventy-eight images of the Virgin Mary in a manuscript compendium covering Valencia.
The full title of his work nicely outlines his cartographic vision: Catálogo de todas las
santas imágenes de Nuestra Señora que dichosamente se veneran en la ciudad, villas y
lugares en el Reino de Valencia con una breve descripción del modo, sitio y lugares en
donde se hallaron y tuvieron el origen las santas imágenes con sus invocaciones.15
While Camós and Castelví Coloma concentrate on speciﬁc regions of Spain, others
charted Marian shrines in other parts of Europe. A smaller group of sacred historians
had more expansive goals with an even greater cartographic scope, both continentally
and globally. Jaime del Portillo y Sosa (ﬂ. 17th century), the precentor of the Cathedral
Church of Guatemala, penned what he called a ‘geography and compendium’ of up to
ﬁfty Virgins throughout all of Europe in his Chronica general de los templos y casas
famosas milagrosas de la Virgen (ca. 1622).16 But clearly the Jesuit Wilhelm von Gumppenberg (1609–1675) was by far the most ambitious in his Atlas Marianus sive de Imaginibus Deiparae per Orbem Christianum Miraculosis, an attempt to chart Marian shrines
throughout the entire world. While the ﬁrst edition—which appeared in Latin and
German in 1657—only covers one hundred Marian images, the ﬁnal 1672 edition of
four volumes contains accounts of 1,200 (Christin 2014, 305–8). Florencia was familiar
with the Atlas Marianus because he references the text in his corpus of writing (1688,
91r), which most likely inﬂuenced him in several important ways.
The Atlas Marianus was an attempt to demarcate Catholic territories in the wake of the
Thirty Years’ War (1618–1648), a conﬂict that shifted the balance of power in Europe and
contributed to the further fracturing of Christendom. Olivier Christin and Fabrice Flückiger suggest that Gumppenberg’s work was part of a larger movement to promote Marian
devotion in Catholic countries, encouraged by the Papacy in Rome as one way of combating the spread of Protestantism and of spiritually reconquering Europe (2008, 37). A
similar process took place in New Spain both after the fall of Mexico Tenochtitlan and
throughout the 1600s, even if Protestant churches were never a major threat for viceregal
authorities and ecclesiastical oﬃcials. Creoles developed the idea that the New World was
a heavenly paradise and new Promised Land free of Protestant heresies. To highlight their
piety, they wanted to show that the larger agenda of reform established by the Council of
Trent was being carried out in New Spain unabated (Mayer 2004, 129, 126). The Jesuits—
together with the Franciscans—were among the most important promoters of Marian
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devotion in New Spain (Gonzalbo Aizpuru 1997), so clearly the Zodíaco mariano was
Florencia’s way of showing that his kingdom was a Catholic stronghold divinely protected
by the Virgin Mary. ‘God chose New Spain and Mexico [City],’ Florencia militantly
declares, ‘to repair the damage that ruined the faith in the northern provinces [of
Europe], which were almost entirely destroyed by the heresy of that wicked Luther.’17
Although the Atlas Marianus includes descriptions of images from the New World, it is
a ‘European compilation,’ as Miri Rubin suggests, with a vision that ‘was less global than
our own interests are now’ (2009, 30). Many religious scholars in New Spain were also
unhappy with the uneven coverage of the Atlas Marianus, especially when we consider
their habit of adding New World authors and ‘saints’ to European lists, whether it was
an ecclesiastical bibliography, menology, or martyrology. Both creoles and European
émigrés in the viceroyalty felt that their confreres’ literary production and religious contributions to global Catholicism were either unjustly ignored or inadequately treated by
those writing on the other side of the Atlantic. Sacred historians across Spanish
America constantly complained—whenever they felt slighted—that European authors
did not have access to the libraries and archives of America or that they simply lacked
experience in their part of the world. Florencia makes similar arguments about his
Jesuit province (1694a, 397), which is why it is hard not to interpret the Zodíaco
mariano as an attempt to expand the global vision of the Atlas Marianus with accounts
of Marian images and their shrines from New Spain.
Beyond fuelling his religious and patriotic passions, the Atlas Marianus also provided
Florencia with a methodology to follow. In 1649, Gumppenberg distributed 600 copies of
an outline of the information he was looking for on local Marian shrines to his Jesuit
brethren. Although he is credited as the principal author of the Atlas Marianus, it was
clearly a collaborative eﬀort considering Gumppenberg received 266 replies to his initial
survey (Rubin 2009, 29). Florencia also had several informants as he prepared the
Zodíaco mariano, which can be seen in the letter he received from Mathias de Velasco.
Velasco was a beneﬁced priest in the town of Tonatilco, home to an image of the
Virgin Mary with a miraculous reputation. Judging by the contents of his letter, it
appears Florencia either had a set questionnaire he handed out to several individuals or
at least a series of speciﬁc questions for Velasco himself. In his response, Velasco addresses
the origin, advocation, and artistic type and size of the image; he provides a list of the miracles attributed to it; and he brieﬂy recounts the etymology of Tonatilco—based upon a
‘map of the town’—and how many leagues away it is from Mexico City.18 Both the prodigious and cartographic information Florencia was searching for on the Virgin of Tonatilco was, ideally, what he was hoping to ﬁnd for all Marian devotions in the Zodíaco
mariano.
The Atlas Marianus and the Zodíaco mariano were both informed by cartography, even
if the former was not organized geographically. This connection to map making is not surprising given that both Gumppenberg and Florencia were Jesuits. The Society of Jesus was
a global institution with an education system rooted in the Ratio Studiorum (1599), a pedagogical manual that stresses the study of geography (Farrell 1970, 46). Its overall global
mission both required maps for purposes of organization and made them more readily
accessible given that it had members stationed in provinces all over the world (Burrus
1972; Godlewska 1997). Ines G. Županov claims that ‘the impulse to write was built
into the foundations of the Society of Jesus’ (1999, 9), but so too was the impulse to
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chart and sketch as Jesuits sent back maps to Rome together with their letters and annual
reports. These cartographic tendencies were especially strong in the Spanish empire. By
the mid-colonial period, map-making had shifted from explorers and conquistadors to
religious men, many of whom were Jesuits. Several royal cosmographers were either
Jesuits or had been trained by them, making them important sources of information for
the Spanish Crown. Florencia was not a cosmographer by any means, but oﬃcials in
the House of Trade still approached him for his cartographic knowledge while he was
in Seville. To help them understand the gravity of Portuguese expansion into the Río
Marañón, he turned to both relations and maps to outline the boundaries between the
Spanish and Portuguese empires.19
Florencia knew that maps were crucial to the integrity of imperial borders, which is why
the history of cartography in New Spain closely parallels its Marian cartography. It is no
coincidence that Florencia was working on the Zodíaco mariano at the same time the royal
cosmographer and baroque savant Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora (1645–1700) became the
ﬁrst creole to prepare a map of all New Spain (Codding 1994, 188; Trabulse 2001, 269).
The two were close friends and shared several manuscripts with each other, including a
series of maps of California the Jesuit missionary Eusebio Francisco Kino (1646–1711)
had borrowed from Sigüenza y Góngora (1690, 4–5). Both were concerned about the vulnerability of the northern frontier, speciﬁcally the state of La Florida, which was Florencia’s birthplace and a region Sigüenza y Góngora had both visited and mapped in 1693
(Sigüenza y Góngora 1963).20 They knew that cartographic production and the population
of frontier zones were not as extensive as they were in the central regions of the viceroyalty.
In the same way, they were clearly aware there were more Marian shrines and published
histories of them in central Mexico than there were in California, New Mexico, and La
Florida. Florencia’s vision of New Spain was expansive and drew him to the edges of
empire, both in his provincial chronicle and in his devotional histories of miraculous
images. But like many other religious scholars across the Spanish world, his cartographic
imagination was staunchly local ﬁrst.

Marian chorography
Across the Iberian Peninsula, local scholars and clerics wrote both regional histories and
chorographies of their towns and cities, texts Florencia would have been familiar with.
They did so out of pride, obligation to the patria, and for political gains. Richard Kagan
explains that chorography—a ‘detailed description of a particular place’ (1995, 85)—
was a Renaissance staple and a popular historical genre in Spain throughout the 1500s
and 1600s.21 During this time, Spanish monarchs sought to control the memory of the
past through their own royal historians (cronistas el rey), suppressing local and regional
versions that were not in keeping with their own interests. The Crown also wanted to
restrict municipal privileges to further increase its centralizing power. Local scholars
and clerics were neither impressed nor pleased with the unitary vision that state-sponsored
oﬃcials apologetically espoused of Spain. Both polemical and patriotic, they penned their
own accounts of the past as a counterpoint, which normally include an embellished geographic description of their city and its surrounding area, a detailed review of its origins,
and an etymological discussion of its name. In most cases, they meticulously develop their
Christian antiquity (with an apostolic link whenever possible), praise their religious
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institutions, name their local saints and relics, and list their miraculous images. Local scholars and clerics walked a ﬁne line as they exalted the nobility, prosperity, and piety of their
patria while still maintaining their loyalty to the Crown, which often meant ignoring or
modifying past events that spoke to the contrary.
Chorography did not develop in the same way in New Spain as it did throughout the
Iberian Peninsula. Most major urban centres were founded by the early 1600s but did not
‘come of age’ until the 1700s (Socolow and Johnson 1981, 32). This does not mean—to use
the words of Jacques Lafaye—that the ‘parochial spirit’ and ‘almost mystical attachment to
one’s local patria chica’ (1976, 10) was not present in New Spain, for civic pride was a signiﬁcant force shaping urban rivalries. Much like their Iberian counterparts, scholars and
clerics in New Spain had to write with caution throughout the 1600s. Anthony Pagden
suggests that royal measures to impose greater political and economic commitments
upon creoles gave rise to ‘a state of almost constant rebellion’ (1987, 63), the 1624 riots
in Mexico City being the most notable example. New Spain was indeed ripe for chorographic production, but printing was much more expensive for colonial writers and
most historians in the viceroyalty were either mendicants or Jesuits.22 Their historical
interests usually focused on their religious provinces, which encompassed several urban
centres they often described along with their religious houses. But Mexico City by far
received the most attention, given that it was the place where they all oﬃcially established
their orders in New Spain. Hernando Ojea, O.P. (ca. 1560–1615) (1897 [ca. 1608], 1–9),
Andrés Pérez de Ribas, S.J. (1576–1655) (1896 [ca. 1653], 25–44), Baltasar de Medina,
O.F.M. (1634–1697) (1682, 230–39), and Agustín de Vetancurt, O.F.M. (1620–1700)
(1698, 1–56)—a sampling of both mendicants and Jesuits—all provide elaborate chorographic descriptions of the viceregal capital in the chronicles of their religious provinces.
Chorographic descriptions of Mexico City also appear in devotional histories, something sacred historians in New Spain adopted from their Iberian counterparts. Francisco
Pereda’s (d. 1612) history of the Virgin of Atocha—the patroness of Madrid and devotional favourite of the Spanish monarchy—is a case in point. Before reviewing the
origins and miracles of the image, the Dominican friar dedicates a few chapters in the Historia de la santa y devotísima imagen de Nuestra Señora de Atocha (1604) to the antiquity,
nobility, and Catholicity of Madrid through an itinerary map of its relics, saints, and
temples. Pereda also includes a ‘compendium of images’ (19v) of the Virgin Mary, highlighting how the imperial centre is protected by various advocations stationed in churches
and houses of the religious orders. Four years after it was originally printed, Juan de Escajedo (ﬂ. 16th century), also a Dominican, republished Pereda’s history in Mexico City
under the title Historia de la imagen milagrosa de Nuestra Señora de Atocha (1608).
Apart from one additional chapter on devotion in New Spain, Escajedo’s new edition
was the same as Pereda’s, not to mention the ﬁrst devotional history of a Marian image
printed in the New World. While other similar works would have been available in Novohispano libraries, Escajedo’s 1608 edition oﬀered a Marian chorography of an imperial
centre that was easily adaptable to Mexico City.
There is a good possibility that Luis de Cisneros (d. 1619) followed Pereda’s narrative
logic when he penned his history of the Virgin of Remedies, a wooden polychrome statue
that, according to pious legend, accompanied one of Cortés’s men during conquest and
then later appeared to an Indian cacique named Juan de Tovar. This image was eventually
housed in a temple on the hill of Totoltepec (also known as Otomcapulco), situated on the
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outskirts of Mexico City near the Indian pueblo of Naucalpan.23 Cisneros found that his
personal story as a Mercedarian friar and the son of an encomendero (one who was
‘entrusted’ with a group of Indians) mirrored the history of this shrine: they had been
unjustly overlooked by the Spanish Crown despite their role in conquest and evangelization. While he had ﬁnished the Historia del principio, origen, progresos y venidas a México
y milagros de la santa imagen de Nuestra Señora de los Remedios in 1616, it was only
printed posthumously in 1621, making it the ﬁrst published history of a Novohispano
image and shrine. Much like Pereda and Escajedo, Cisneros gloriﬁes the city of his
birth with a chorographic prelude, demonstrating that the inhabitants of Mexico City
were grateful for all the mercies they had received from the Virgin Mary. She was a defender during the most diﬃcult times, overcoming numerous obstacles to convert the indigenous population to the Christian faith. In a separate chapter, Cisneros provides ‘a
brief summary of the sanctuaries the city has dedicated to the Virgin,’ a network of
twelve Marian shrines providing remedies for both the soul and the body (1621, 19r).
All these images—excluding one—were included in the Zodíaco mariano.24
Cisneros’s Marian chorography of Mexico City was the ﬁrst of its kind in New Spain
and one creoles found inspiring. He speciﬁcally notes that the Virgin of Guadalupe—
believed to have appeared to the humble Indian Juan Diego in 1531 and to have impressed
her image upon his cape (tilma)—was housed a few leagues to the north on the hill of
Tepeyac,25 oﬀering the ﬁrst reference to one of the four Marian stars Florencia imagined
for the viceregal capital. Miguel Sánchez (1606–1674), an Oratorian priest, provided him
with the second, but not by referencing directional coordinates or listing Marian images.
Sánchez was the ﬁrst to publish a history of the Virgin of Guadalupe when his Imagen de la
Virgen María Madre de Dios de Guadalupe was printed in the viceregal capital in 1648, a
theologically dense account rooted in early modern forms of typology. Like Pereda and
Cisneros, he believed that the Virgin Mary was an urban protectress given that all ‘sanctuaries of Christendom’ are ‘walls, defences, and fortresses’ (1648, 91r) for the Catholic
faithful. He was even more speciﬁc with his martial imagery in a 1665 set of novenas
he wrote for devotees of the Virgins of Remedies and of Guadalupe. With experience as
a chaplain at both shrines, Sánchez saw the two Marian images as ‘watchtowers [ … ]
favouring and guarding the walls of Mexico, the noblest and royal city of this New
World’ (1665, n.p.).
Florencia combined the emerging Marian chorography of Cisneros and Sánchez by
suggesting there were four Marian stars and bulwarks protecting Mexico City at its cardinal
points. He lays out his original blueprints in La milagrosa invención de un tesoro escondido
(1685), the second devotional history of the Virgin of Remedies published in New Spain. In a
separate chapter, Florencia recounts thirteen occasions in which the image was paraded
from her shrine at Totoltepec to the Metropolitan Cathedral, mostly to put an end to
drought but also to deal with famine and disease. Rosario I. Granados-Salinas argues that
these processions were central to the ‘symbolic geography’ (2012a) of the capital, for they
followed a familiar route through several key spots of the conquest: Tacuba Avenue
(where the Virgin is said to have thrown dirt in the eyes of Mexica warriors), the Santa
Cruz parish church (the site of the ﬁrst confraternity Cortés established for Spanish conquistadors), and the Cathedral (near the former Templo Mayor where the conquistadors prayed
to the Virgin of Remedies for rain). Florencia interprets these processions—particularly the
movement of the image from the west to the east—in a typological fashion by reading the
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Virgin of Remedies as a ‘mystic’ and ‘beneﬁcial sun,’ constantly in motion like the material
sun in the sky, providing ‘beneﬁcial winds against pestilence’ and restoring the health of the
inhabitants of Mexico City (1685, 31r, 38r).
Three years later Florencia published La estrella del norte (1688), the fourth account of
the Virgin of Guadalupe printed in the seventeenth century. In this work, he continues to
engage with typology, referring to the image at Tepeyac as a ‘ﬁxed star’ in the north and
one of the ‘four poles’ guiding and illuminating the people of Mexico City (1688, 176v–
77r). Adding to the Virgin of Remedies in the west was Our Lady of Bala (Bullet) in
the east, which most likely arrived at the chapel of the hospital of San Lázaro in Iztapalapa
some time in the early 1600s. Florencia provides no more details on the image, but according to tradition its fame spread after miraculously taking a bullet in its pedestal for a
woman who was shot at by her jealous husband (Florencia and Oviedo 1755, 83–84).
The polar opposite to the Virgin of Guadalupe was Our Lady of Piety in the south, situated
in the church of a Dominican convent in Santa María Atlixuca that was established in
1595. Hernando de Ojea and Alonso Franco y Ortega (ca. 1591–1663), both Dominican
chroniclers, record that Our Lady of Piety quickly acquired a prodigious reputation in
the ﬁrst half of the seventeenth century through a series of wondrous cures (1897 [ca.
1608], 30; 1900 [1645], 108–14). They knew nothing of the image’s origins, but the
Zodíaco mariano states that it was an incomplete painting brought to New Spain by a
Dominican returning from Rome that, when unpackaged, had been miraculously completed upon arrival.26
Oviedo explains that Florencia named his work the Zodíaco mariano because he saw a
relationship between zodiac signs and Marian shrines.27 Just as the sun passes through the
former to provide beneﬁcial favours to the earth, the ‘Sun of Justice’ visits the latter to
perform wonders for the faithful (prólogo, n.p.). According to traditional scriptural exegesis, the ‘Sun of Justice’ (Mal. 4:2) was Jesus Christ and, from the fourth century onwards,
the Virgin Mary was the Woman of the Apocalypse who appeared in the heavens ‘clothed
with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars’
(Rev. 12:1) (Warner 1976, 255–69). Early modern scholars believed that the sun, moon,
and the stars inﬂuenced both natural elements and bodies in the sublunary world.
Astral inﬂuence was placed under the larger banner of astrology, a highly esteemed and
legitimate science that permeated most aspects of colonial culture in Spanish America.
From the mid-1500s onward, however, some Europeans suggested the stars over the
New World had a corrupting inﬂuence on both the land and its people. Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra (1999, 50–68) argues that creoles, together with a few European émigrés,
reacted to these theories of degeneracy with their own forms of ‘patriotic astrology.’
They charted new constellations over their part of the world, which mirrored eﬀorts to
map what the limeño Jesuit Juan de Alloza (1597–1676) called the ‘starry sky of Mary’
(1655, prólogo). Whether celestial or Marian stars, creoles believed their cities and kingdoms in America were providentially protected.
But much like Sánchez, Florencia also describes Our Ladies of Guadalupe, Remedies,
Bala, and Piety as ‘four stone castles’ guarding Mexico City and that ‘upon them the stability of this New World is [both] founded and reinforced’ (1688, 177r). Given the defense
the Virgin Mary extended to Mexico City in her various advocations, the Jesuit argues it
was well fortiﬁed from the impious and all its enemies, both visible and invisible. ‘If God
placed four images of Mary at the four corners as sentries to watch over us,’ he inquires,
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‘who could invade and cause harm to this city?’ (1688, 177v). Comparing the Virgin Mary
to a military bastion was a common literary trope in the early modern Catholic world,
especially in the wake of the Counter Reformation. She was seen as a sure defense of
the Christian faith and a spiritual warrior against Protestants and other enemies, both
within and outside the Iberian Peninsula. As an important military patroness, the
Virgin Mary was often presented as a warring Conquistadora, one who protected Christian
knights in their reconquest of Spain and conquistadors in their invasion of Spanish
America (Hall 2004; Remensnyder 2014).
The Virgin Mary’s role as a militant defender across the Spanish empire was heightened
in Mexico City. Notably absent from its urban design was a wall with military bastions, a
common feature of many Spanish towns and cities from the medieval and early modern
periods. Antonio de Mendoza (1495–1552) ignored royal orders to build a defensive wall
around the viceregal capital in its initial stages of construction, arguing that the greatest
protection a city had was religion and piety (Kagan 2000b, 128–29). More than a
century later, the creole chronicler Baltasar de Medina echoed these sentiments in his
Chrónica de la Santa Provincia de San Diego de México (1682), claiming that Mexico is
secure even if it is not ‘encircled by physical walls, because, as Isaiah says, it has always
had spiritual walls’ that have protected it ‘without the machinery of war or military presidios’ (232). Unlike Mexico City, ports like Havana and San Juan built protective walls in
the 1630s and 1640s, but even still most Spanish American cities were slow to invest in
fortiﬁcation. Excluding northern New Spain and Chile, where several military presidios
were built to protect silver routes and deal with hostile natives, most inland and even
coastal cities had minimal defenses (Kagan 2000b, 117–28). It is not surprising, then,
that Florencia chorographically envisioned four Marian bulwarks spiritually safeguarding
the four quarters of Mexico City, even if their shrines were outside the limits of the viceregal capital.

Quadripartite designs
The Mexica and the Spaniards both imagined and designed their cities according to their
cosmology, conceptually organizing their urban communities around a sacred centre and
four quadrants. This is exactly what Florencia does in La estrella del norte by envisioning
four Virgins ‘in the four parts of Mexico’ (1688, 176v). Mircea Eliade explains that the
cosmic symbolism of this quadripartite ordering of space is a common theme in the
history of world religions. He argues that humans have historically made qualitative distinctions between sacred and profane spaces, establishing the former as a central location
for both future orientation and settlement. Men and women seek to build their abodes as
close as possible to this point, the axis mundi of an orderly cosmos that is separate and
shielded from surrounding chaos. The founding of human settlements, as a result, often
follows the cosmogony of local communities as their villages and cities—the work of
the gods—are divided by the four directions of cosmic space.
Mesoamerican scholars have identiﬁed a similar pattern in the urban layout of Mexico
Tenochtitlan, which the Mexica viewed and built according to ﬁve cosmological spaces
rooted in their mythology. The ﬁrst and central space was the Templo Mayor, dedicated
to their patron deity and god of war Huitzilopochtli and to the god of rain Tlaloc. For the
Mexica, their imperial capital was not merely a city but the centre of the universe and the
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foundation of heaven, the bottom of a celestial shaft that linked them to the gods (Carrasco
2008, 451). The other four spaces were four quadrants (Moyotlan, Teopan, Atzacoalco,
and Cuepopan) known as nauhcampa (the four directions), which mirrored the four
quadrants in their multilayered vision of the universe. Beyond dividing Mexico Tenochtitlan into four districts, the Mexica also had four major highways crossing at the foot
of the Templo Mayor in the Sacred Precinct. They ordered their tribute system, Moctezuma II’s palace, and their government according to their ﬁve-part model of the
cosmos (Carrasco 1999, 15–48). And in some cases, they even organized the altepetl—
an ethnic state, the basic unit of social organization among the Nahuas of the central
valley of Mexico—into four or eight (doubling of four) constituent parts known as calpolli
or tlaxilacalli (Lockhart 1992, 16; Truitt 2018, 15).
Spanish conquistadors unknowingly observed elements of the Mexica cosmovision in
the urban layout of Mexico Tenochtitlan, most notably Cortés in his second letter
(1520) to Charles V (1500–1558). According to his assessment, the Mexica capital was
‘as large as Seville and Córdoba’ with wide streets, numerous plazas and temples, and
beautiful and large homes (2002 [1522], 77, 81). He also describes the ‘grandeur’ of the
‘great mosque,’ by which he meant the Templo Mayor, and notes how this ‘great city of
Temixtitan [Tenochtitlan] is built on this salt lake [with] four entries, each one with its
own causeway’ (80, 77). After Cortés’s second (1522) and third (1523) letters were published in Spanish, they were translated into Latin and published in Nuremberg (1524)
with an accompanying woodcut map-view of Mexico Tenochtitlan (Figure 2). The

Figure 2. Nuremberg map of Mexico Tenochtitlan, hand-colored woodcut on paper, 1524. Courtesy of
the Rare Books and Manuscripts Division, The New York Public Library.
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European craftsman who prepared it relied on Cortés’s second letter and, most likely, a
lost indigenous map the conquistador had received from Moctezuma II (Mundy 1998).
In the Nuremberg map, as it has come to be called, the Mexica capital is depicted in a circular fashion in the middle of Lake Texcoco with four causeways connecting it to the
mainland; it is an orderly city with European-styled homes, fortiﬁcations, and palaces
spreading out from a central visual axis, the Templo Mayor in the central plaza.28
It is important to stress that the craftsman responsible for the Nuremberg map did not
seek after an exact depiction of the urban topography of Mexico Tenochtitlan. Like other
map-views in the sixteenth century, he was more concerned with capturing the essence of
the city as it was described by Cortés and modeling it after idealized representations of
medieval towns. But even if the craftsman’s view of the Mexica capital is not planimetrically correct, it still reﬂects certain aspects of the cosmic model of Mexico Tenochtitlan,
namely the ﬁve cosmological spaces in their mythology with the Templo Mayor at the
centre and four major quadrants dividing the city. This map-view became the dominant
image of Mexico Tenochtitlan and a model for others to follow throughout much of the
early modern period. Even after the Spaniards had razed the city to the ground, knocked
down its temples, and ﬁlled in its canals to make way for streets after major problems with
ﬂooding, particularly between 1629 and 1634, Mexico City was still depicted through the
lens of Mexico Tenochtitlan. One can ﬁnd several map-views in atlases and travel books
from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries in which both Mexico Tenochtitlan and
Mexico City are represented in the same manner as the Nuremberg map, Matthäus
Merian’s (1593–1650) engraving of the viceregal capital in Johann Ludwig Gottfried’s
(1584–1633) Newe Welt und Americanische Historien (1631) being one example of
many (Figure 3). It was not until the work of Arnoldus Montanus (ca. 1625–1683) and
John Ogilby (1600–1676) appeared in 1671 (Figure 4) that a map-view of Mexico City
—as opposed to Mexico Tenochtitlan—was ﬁnally available in print (Kagan 2000a, 91–
92).
Native artists also depicted the quadripartite arrangement of Mexico Tenochtitlan in
codices they produced after the Spanish invasion. Among the most well-known examples
is the Codex Mendoza, most likely composed some time between 1541 and 1545 and possibly at the request of the viceroy Antonio de Mendoza, although the provenance of the
manuscript is disputed (Berdan and Anawalt 1997, xii; Bleichmar 2015, 683). The illustrated manuscript is bound in book form, made of European paper, and consists of 71
folios of colored images with Spanish glosses and separate pages of textual content. It is
divided into three general sections covering the history of the Mexica from the founding
of Mexico Tenochtitlan in 1325 to its fall in 1521, their tribute system, and various aspects
of their social life. On the recto side of the opening folio (Figure 5), an eagle perched on a
nopal cactus growing out of a rock dominates the centre of the image, a clear reference to
the founding moment of the Mexica capital. A rectangular band of blue water surrounds
the island city and is connected to two canals that intersect at the centre in the form of
Saint Andrew’s cross, thus dividing Mexico Tenochtitlan into four triangular plots and
symbolically reﬂecting the sociopolitical organization of the Mexica.
Much like with the Nuremberg map, the native artists of the Codex Mendoza were not
interested in faithfully capturing the exact layout of Mexico Tenochtitlan. Barbara Mundy
suggests it is doubtful that it ever had such an ordered appearance, so clearly these artists
were following an idealized vision of urban planning that was both conceptually and
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Figure 3. Matthäus Merian, Mexico, engraving, in Johann Ludwig Gottfried, Newe Welt und Americanische Historien (Frankfurt am Main: Durch Matthaeum Merian, Buchändlern un Kunststechern, 1631).
Courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University.
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Figure 4. John Ogilby, Nova Mexico, engraving, in America (London: John Ogilby, 1671). Courtesy of the
Biblioteca Nacional de España, Madrid.

aesthetically important for the Mexica when they carved the island city into four quarters
(2015, 5). Indeed, according to Mexica mythology—as it was recorded by Diego Durán (ca.
1537–1588), a Dominican friar and early ethnographer of native customs, Hernando de
Alvarado Tezozomoc (1520–1609), a Nahua chronicler of noble ancestry, and Domingo
de San Antón Muñón Chimalpahin Quauhtlehuanitzin (1579–1660), a Nahua annalist
from Amaquemecan Chalco—Huitzilopochtli ordered the Mexica to divide Mexico
Tenochtitlan into four wards after guiding them from the seven caves of Chicomoztoc
in their mythical homeland of Aztlán (1980 [ca. 1581], 1:93–94; 2001 [1598], 62–63;
1997 [1621], 1:109). This quadripartite organization of the Mexica capital, as it appears
in the Codex Mendoza, never circulated in New Spain because it was hastily shipped
oﬀ to Spain after its creation and eventually housed at the Bodleian Library at Oxford
by 1659. But images from the manuscript—including the opening folio—were disseminated in the Atlantic world in modiﬁed forms in various European publications from
both the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Bleichmar 2015, 694).
Most of the map-views Florencia possibly encountered of Mexico Tenochtitlan or
Mexico City would have been modeled after the Nuremberg map, whether he was
looking at a book in the library of San Pedro y San Pablo or other Jesuit repositories in
Spain and Italy when he was procurator between 1669 and 1678. If he encountered any
depictions of the Mexica capital in the many codices he references in his corpus of writings, or if he saw copies of the Codex Mendoza in other publications, he would have
noticed how the city was divided into four wards.29 Whatever the case, his vision of
Mexico Tenochtitlan, and by consequence Mexico City, was undoubtedly shaped by
early accounts of the conquistadors. Florencia does not cite Cortés’s letters in his
corpus of writings, but he does frequently turn to Bernal Díaz del Castillo’s (1495–
1583) Historia verdadera de la conquista de Nueva España, written sporadically between
the 1550s and 1560s but only published posthumously in 1632.30 Much like Cortés,
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Figure 5. Frontispiece of the Codex Mendoza, pigment on paper, 1541–1545. Courtesy of Bodleian
Libraries, University of Oxford.
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Bernal Díaz was impressed with the urban landscape of Mexico Tenochtitlan, both from
the vantage point of Iztapalapa and from the heights of the principle temple of Mexico
Tlatelolco. He describes the ‘large towers, temples [cues], and buildings in the water,’
the ‘three causeways that enter into Mexico,’ and several other palaces, bridges, and
streets spread across the island city (2000, 159, 173). David Carrasco convincingly
argues that Bernal Díaz’s ‘amazement at the architectural and natural landscape leads
us into the cosmovision of the spatial order of the Aztec world’ (2008, 454).
Florencia cites large passages from the Historia verdadera in his own account of Mexico
Tenochtitlan in his Historia de la Provincia (1694a), but these sections were never published because of colonial censorship. Until recently scholars were unaware that the
Jesuit chronicler was forced to leave out at least nine chapters from Book II of the ﬁrst
volume of his provincial chronicle (Dyck 2011). In these purged sections, Florencia provides a textual tour of the ‘grandeur’ of the Mexica capital, taking the opportunity to criticize both the Spanish Crown for improperly administering Spanish American silver and
other European Jesuits who complained about the environment of the New World.
Throughout his description of Mexico Tenochtitlan he emphasizes the opulence of the
court of Moctezuma II, admires the ‘beautiful buildings’ of the city, and stresses how
‘in a place where antiquity did not believe there was habitable land, the Spaniards
[found] (as the Old World admires Venice) not only land but water in which to dwell,
and in the middle of it a city as large as Mexico.’31 Much like Bernal Díaz, Florencia
was enchanted by the ‘beauty of its plan and the arrangement of its streets’ together
with its multiple ‘causeways and bridges’ (ﬀ. 6v, 8r).
The Marian images Florencia chose as the principal bulwarks of the ‘four parts of
Mexico’ were housed in shrines near the end of four causeways connecting it to the mainland, three of which had been established by the Mexica before the arrival of the Spaniards.32 These causeways were Tepeyac in the north, leading to the Virgin of
Guadalupe; Tlacopan (Tacuba) in the west, the route to the Virgin of Remedies; Iztapalapa
in the south, which went to Mexicaltzingo and then eventually onto Iztapalapa in the east,
home of Our Lady of Bala; and a spur linking Coyoacán in the west to the Iztapalapa causeway, which Cortés had counted as a fourth and separate causeway. Less than a century
after the Spanish invasion, in 1604, the Piedad causeway was built in the south, the direct
link to both Our Lady of Piety at Santa María Atlixuca and Coyoacán. Instead of four
major causeways connecting to the shores of Lake Texcoco and leading to the Sacred Precinct of Mexico Tenochtitlan, as outlined in the Nuremberg map, Florencia imagines four
causeways connecting ‘the four parts of Mexico’ to Marian shrines that had grown in
popularity throughout the seventeenth century.
Florencia’s four Marian bastions were not within the conﬁnes of Mexico City, but they
were all connected to it in ritual, economic, and spiritual ways. Under the administration
of the Mexico City cabildo, the Virgin of Remedies, as noted above, was frequently
paraded from its shrine at Totoltepec to the Metropolitan Cathedral to ward oﬀ
drought and other diseases. The Virgin of Guadalupe, under the care of the ecclesiastical
cabildo of the Archbishopric of Mexico, was also housed in the Metropolitan Cathedral at
one point during a period of major ﬂooding between 1629 and 1634. Our Ladies of Piety
and Bala did not receive the same level of devotion, but they were supported by wealthy
patrons in the viceregal capital. Both were experiencing a surge in popularity, the former
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with a new church in 1652 and the latter through the activity of a confraternity by the
1660s (Rubial García 2015b, 40, 44).
By imagining ‘four parts of Mexico’ spiritually protected by these four Virgins on the
outskirts of the city, Florencia was making links between the quadripartite ordering of
Mexico Tenochtitlan and Mexico City; he was textually Christianizing urban space,
much like he does in his description of the ‘grandeur’ of the viceregal capital in the censored portion of his provincial chronicle. After it ‘was made Christian by divine mercy,’
Florencia suggests that both in Mexico City and all New Spain ‘not even a trace of idolatry
remained that was tolerated.’33 The markets of Mexico Tenochtitlan were replaced by
those of Mexico City, among the ‘cities of the world with everything necessary for
living’ (f. 18r) and endless merchandise and silver exchanged in ‘the best plazas of the
world’ (f. 13v). Florencia also reviews a long list of ‘magniﬁcent and costly’ (f. 18v)
churches, chapels, and convents throughout the city, a major contrast to the multitude
of temples described by Cortés and Bernal Díaz. And drawing upon the work of Francisco
Cervantes de Salazar (ca. 1514–1575), rector of the University of Mexico City, Florencia
describes the central plaza where the Templo Mayor once stood, claiming that ‘the
plaza of the palace of Mexico alone is equal to the seven principle plazas of Rome’ (f. 18r).
A similar process of Christianization took place after the fall of Mexico Tenochtitlan. By
1524, Alonso García Bravo (1490–ca. 1561), a conquistador and mason by trade, was busy
designing the new Spanish capital in a grid (traza) pattern of rectangular blocks. Subsequent urban planning in Spanish America generally followed this ordering of space,
as most cities were built along orthogonal patterns (Donahue-Wallace 2008, 71–77;
Nuttall 1921). Several scholars have noted how Spaniards and creoles modeled Mexico
City after the heavenly city of Jerusalem as it was depicted in the prophecies of Ezekiel
40–48 and Revelation 21:1–27 (Fernández 2001; Lara 2004; Rubial García 1998). While
many turn to the 1573 Ordinances of King Philip II (1527–1598), or even to inﬂuences
from the Italian Renaissance, Jaime Lara suggests that the bible was the primary inspiration for urban planners in New Spain. Many of their civic designs were mediated
through the work of Francesc Eiximenis (ca. 1330–1409), a Franciscan friar who envisioned a Christian city in a checkerboard fashion. A temple mirroring the New Jerusalem
was to be at its core with four principal quadrants surrounding it, each one with its own
church and friary (2004, 91–109). In Mexico City the Metropolitan Cathedral—dedicated
to the Assumption of the Virgin Mary—stood at the centre overlooking the central plaza
with eight streets intersecting at its four corners in the cardinal directions.
While the Mexica were forced to rebuild their former capital according to the traza
model, the Franciscans were charged with their religious conversion. As the grey friars
sought to purge Mexico Tenochtitlan of its ‘pagan’ past, they respected the four divisions
of the city by establishing four chapels either adjacent to or nearby former Mexica temples
in the four quadrants (Mundy 2015, 124–25; Truitt 2018, 34–45). Each of the four wards,
as Chimalpahin noted in the early 1600s, were eventually given the names of Christian
saints: San Juan (Moyotlan), San Pablo (Teopan), San Sebastián (Atzacoalco), and Santa
María la Redonda (Cuepopan) (1997 [1621], 1:109). These newly Christianized spaces
are nicely visualized in the Codex Osuna (Figure 6), another illustrated manuscript on
European paper compiled by Indians from Mexico City, Tacuba, and Tula around
1565. At the centre of folio 8v is the bust of Pedro de Gante (ca. 1480–1572), an early Franciscan missionary, with a symbol of a church representing the Franciscan friary San José de
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Figure 6. Image depicting Pedro de Gante, the chapel of San José de los Naturales, and the four
chapels of the four wards of Mexico Tenochtitlan from the Codex Osuna, pigment on paper, f. 8v,
1565. Courtesy of the Biblioteca Nacional de España, Madrid.
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los Naturales above him and a nopal cactus on a pile of stones below him. Surrounding
these images in the four corners of the folio are symbols of four chapels, which are all
identiﬁed with their Christian names in Spanish glosses. The title centred at the top
reads: ‘The four wards [barrios] of Mexico’ (Taylor et al. 2002, 146). While Mexico City
dramatically changed by the time Florencia wrote his version of the Zodíaco mariano, it
was still shaped by indigenous conceptions of space when he arrived there as a boy in
1629. His Marian cartography was by no means an exact replica of the cosmology of
Mexico Tenochtitlan, but the former Mexica capital—in both the colonial imaginary
and in his lived experience—must have guided how he viewed the ‘four parts of Mexico.’

Conclusion
Sacred historians like Florencia charted the Marian images of their cities, dioceses, religious provinces, and kingdoms, a smaller number focusing on larger regions such as
Europe or even the entire world. But it is equally important to recognize that sacred historians textually mapped the locations of other Catholic images, namely those of Christ,
the Archangels, and other important saints.34 The Zodíaco mariano, then, is but one of
many iconic compendiums compiled during the early modern period. These texts
surged after the religious turmoil of the sixteenth century, speciﬁcally the political restructuring of Europe along confessional lines as a result of the Protestant Reformation. While
these concerns were just as important to men like Florencia, this study has shown that in
their American context iconic compendiums took on new meanings. To globalize even
further Marian atlases, creoles and other European émigrés drew upon their cartographic
impulses to conﬁrm they were divinely favored and protected from their enemies, natural
disasters, and diseases.35 They also turned to chorographic traditions and idealized visions
of urban planning to imagine their cities, both across New Spain and within the heart of
the viceroyalty. Florencia’s quadripartite vision of Mexico City is one of many ways in
which space was discursively constructed in colonial texts, illuminating the gap between
cities as physical and literary entities. It also demonstrates how the Mexica and their descendants, even if their city had been architecturally transformed by the Spanish, continued
to inﬂuence how creoles imagined sacred space in the viceregal capital during the baroque
period.36
Since the Zodíaco mariano is (and should be treated as) a co-authored text, Florencia’s
contributions to its Marian symbolism and overall cartographic design have been overlooked. Much is lost when the textual archaeology of colonial texts is ignored because
creole discourses—despite their many similarities—changed signiﬁcantly over the
course of the viceregal period. Florencia was part of a larger group of baroque scholars
in New Spain in search of both spiritual comfort and political recognition in the larger
Spanish empire. He imagined the geographic contours of their kingdom in a time of
crisis, when other European empires had ‘placed the power of Spain in the state that
we lament today.’37 In the face of a contracting frontier and pejorative attacks from European writers, Florencia sought to ennoble New Spain with a prestigious and pious history
by drawing on several patriotic symbols rooted in the pre-Hispanic past, multiethnic
saints, and miraculous images. It is well known that the Virgin of Guadalupe is one of
those symbols, proclaimed the patroness of New Spain by Pope Benedict XIV (1675–
1758) one year before the Zodíaco mariano was published by Oviedo. But as I have
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demonstrated in this essay, creoles like Florencia—crowned as the ‘glory of our creole
nation’ (1690, 4) by Sigüenza y Góngora—saw her within the context of a larger
network of images with a political and religious centre safeguarded by four Marian bastions. The iconic landscape of New Spain was diverse in the seventeenth century and
by no means dominated by one advocation.
Florencia’s Marian bastions were tellingly revived on the eve of independence when
Mariano Fernández de Echeverría y Veitia’s (1718–1780) Baluartes de México (1820)
was published posthumously in Mexico City. Much like Florencia, Echeverría y Veitia
was a creole deeply interested in both ancient antiquities and Marian devotion in New
Spain. He was also clearly familiar with the Zodíaco mariano, for he claims that ‘on the
outskirts of Mexico [City] there are four miraculous images of Our Lady’ that act as a
‘wall and defense [ … ] in its four corners with four towers and well-fortiﬁed castles
defending it’ (1820, 1). A century later, in the wake of the Mexican Revolution of 1910,
this quadripartite vision did not provide the same level of comfort for capitalinos given
that devotion to the Virgins of Remedies, Bala, and Piety had considerably declined
since the nineteenth century (Rubial García 2015b, 42, 45–46; Taylor 2010, 153–57).
The cult of the Virgin of Guadalupe, however, had spread widely throughout the entire
country, transforming the image of Tepeyac into a symbol of Mexican national identity.
Pilgrims still take the Calzada de Guadalupe to visit her today, one of the former causeways of Mexico Tenochtitlan buried under concrete and asphalt.

Notes
1. Both Hernán Cortés (2002 [1520], 18, 80) and Bernal Díaz del Castillo (2000 [1632], 60, 89)
reference this episode, which was later elaborated upon by Francisco López de Gómara
(1511–ca. 1559) (1997 [1552], 25, 125).
2. Despite his extensive literary trail, Florencia has received limited attention in scholarship
beyond his role in the development of the cult of the Virgin of Guadalupe.
3. Others suggest Marian compendiums like the Zodíaco mariano oﬀer a ‘Marian geography’
(Alberro 1999, 189), a ‘sacred topography’ (Christin 2014, 306), or a ‘spiritual geography’
(Brading 1990, 189; 2001, 140).
4. Some of the most important studies for New Spain include Lafaye 1976; Pagden 1987;
Brading 1991; Rubial García 1999; Alberro 1999; Cañizares-Esguerra 2001; Morgan 2002;
More 2013; and Villela 2016. For Spanish America and the Atlantic world, see Earle 2007;
Burkholder 2013; and Bauer and Mazzotti 2009.
5. Buisseret (2007, 1148, 1155) points out that map-making increased in the second half of the
seventeenth century. Jesuits began to map their missionary provinces in northern New Spain
and mapping La Florida became a major priority for viceregal authorities in Mexico City
when René-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de la Salle (1643–1687) sailed down the Mississippi
River and arrived at the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico in 1685.
6. Included in this total are 238 images dedicated to Christ or the cross and another twenty to
other saints. For more on the locations and origins of colonial images in New Spain, see
Taylor 2016, 567–603.
7. Florencia published a menology (1671), four sermons (1680, 1682, 1683, 1685), three sacred
biographies (1673, 1684, 1689), six devotional histories of Catholic images (1685, 1688, 1689,
1689, 1692, 1694), and the ﬁrst volume of his provincial chronicle (1694). Lorenzo de
Mendoza (ﬂ. 17th century) and Gerónimo de Valladolid (ﬂ. 17th century), local priests in
charge of the Virgins of Remedies and Guadalupe respectively, asked Florencia to pen devotional histories of these two images. Diego Velázquez de la Cadena (b. 1638), an Augustinian
provincial, requested an account of the Cruciﬁed Christ of Chalma. The Bishop of Puebla,
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26.

27.

28.
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Manuel Fernández de Santa Cruz (1637–1699), and the Bishop of Guadalajara, Juan de Santiago y León Garabito (1641–1693), approached him to write about the Archangel San
Miguel and the Virgins of Zapopan and of San Juan de los Lagos. Padres lenguas (multilingual priests) at the Jesuit Indian College of San Gregorio in Mexico City petitioned him
to craft a new account of the Virgin of Loreto. And various Jesuit provincials ordered Florencia to write his menology, sacred biographies, and provincial chronicle.
According to Francisco Xavier Lazcano (1702–1762), himself a Jesuit and Oviedo’s biographer, the Zodíaco mariano was Florencia’s ‘extremely ingenious concept’ that remained in
an embryonic state until Oviedo later ‘perfected’ it (1760, 340, 46).
The bishopric of Guatemala was raised to archdiocesan status in 1745, ten years before the
Zodíaco mariano was published.
Archivo Histórico de la Provincia de México de la Compañía de Jesús, caja 45, ﬀ. 1–4.
Taylor notes that eighty-two of the urban images in the Zodíaco mariano have origins in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Florencia’s devotional histories on Marian images focus on the Virgins of Remedies, Guadalupe, Loreto, San Juan de los Lagos, and Zapopan.
Archivo General de la Nación de México [AGN], Jesuitas I-23, exp. 5, ﬀ. 15–16.
Oviedo did the same thing with Florencia’s Menologio (1671). At the request of his superiors,
he ampliﬁed the text and published it in 1747, placing asterisks beside the lives of the ninetyone Jesuits he added to distinguish his entries from those of Florencia.
Real Biblioteca [Madrid], Manuscritos II-2012.
Biblioteca Nacional de España, Sala Cervantes, MSS 12878, IIr.
Biblioteca Nacional de Antropología e Historia ‘Dr. Eusebio Dávalos Hurtado’ [Mexico]
[BNAH], Fondo Jesuita, carpeta IX, doc. 8, f. 20v.
AGN, Jesuitas I-23, exp. 5, f. 16v.
Real Academia de Historia [Madrid], Jesuitas (Tomos), 9-3760/29, f. 4r.
For an extensive treatment of Florencia’s vision of La Florida and its relationship to New
Spain, see Dyck 2018.
City views were another way in which early modern people represented their cities, which
Kagan places into two categories: (1) chorographic views of the city as an architectural
entity (urbs) and (2) communicentric views of the city as a community (civitas). Images of
the Virgin Mary were often at the centre of communicentric views. See Kagan 2000a, 107–50.
Miguel Zerón Zapata’s (ﬂ. 17th century) seventeenth-century chronicle of Puebla de los
Ángeles (1945) is among the few chorographic works from the mid-colonial period.
For the most important studies on the Virgin of Guadalupe, see Curcio-Nagy 1996; Miranda
Godínez 2001; and Granados-Salinas 2012b.
The one image from Cisneros’s Historia del principio missing from the Zodíaco mariano is
the Virgen del Tránsito in the Hospital de los Desamparados.
The literature on the Virgin of Guadalupe is vast, but among the most import works in recent
decades are Poole 1995 and 2006; León-Portilla 2000; Brading 2001; Taylor 2010, 97–161;
and Peterson 2014.
The historiography on Our Ladies of Bala and Piety is limited, the best studies being two
theses from the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México in Mexico City. See Ruiz Jaramillo 2007 and Mora Reyes 2015.
Florencia most likely incorporated his four Marian stars into his original draft of the Zodíaco
mariano, which, in the 1755 edition, appear in the section covering the Archbishopric of
Mexico. The prelude to this part is virtually identical to portions of chapter XXXI in La
estrella del norte (176v–77v). Whether Oviedo drafted his own prelude or simply modiﬁed
an existing one by Florencia, he was clearly drawing upon the work of his confrere with
limited intervention.
The Franciscan Diego de Valadés (1533–ca. 1582) includes an engraving of Mexico Tenochtitlan in his Rhetorica Christiana (1579) that features the Templo Mayor surrounded by
various bastions. Serge Gruzinski notes that Valadés fashioned the great pyramid in the
form of a Roman-style cella, an architectural feature in Italian paintings designed for the
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31.
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33.
34.

35.
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Virgin and other saints (2002, 156). I thank Rosario I. Granados for pointing me to this
engraving.
Florencia cites ‘paintings’ (pinturas) or ‘maps’ (mapas) in La estrella del norte (1688, 93r–
94v), the Narración de la maravillosa aparición (1692, 69), and in the Historia de la Provincia
(1694a, 214).
Florencia quotes Cortés’s religious homily atop the Templo Mayor in La milagrosa invención
(1685, 10r), but he does so through the work of the Franciscan chronicler Juan de Torquemada (ca. 1562–1624).
BNAH, Fondo Jesuita, carpeta IX, doc. 8, f. 8r.
Mexico Tenochtitlan had four major avenues extending from its Sacred Precinct, but only
three of these (Tepeyac, Tlacopan, and Iztapalapa) became causeways that connected the
island city to the mainland. The fourth avenue extended eastwards towards a canoe port
in Tetamazolco, which was a launching pad into Lake Texcoco. See Gardiner 1956, 33–44
and Hardoy 2007, 176–78.
BNAH, Fondo Jesuita, carpeta IX, doc. 8, ﬀ. 12v, 13r.
Beyond Marian images, Florencia also provides mini-catalogues of miraculous crosses under
the care of the Augustinians in New Spain (1689, 30–36) and images of the Archangel San
Miguel in the bishopric of Puebla (1692, 162–65). Vetancurt lists twenty-eight shrines dedicated to both Mary and Christ in their Province of the Holy Gospel (1697, 127–35).
For other Novohispano cities with their own Marian bastions, see Victoria 1988, 109.
There is a growing literature on how Mexico City was shaped by indigenous conceptions of
space in the early colonial period. For a few examples, see Connell 2011; Mundy 2015; and
Truitt 2018.
BNAH, Fondo Jesuita, carpeta IX, doc. 8, f. 16r.
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